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This is an interesting piece to tat!  To 
look at the finished star one would 
never guess how to tat it.  Never, ever, 
in a million years.  Or at least that’s 
what I think. 

This is a beautiful teal blue pearle 
cotton thread in size 20 that I bought at 
a tatting event last year or the previous 
year.  If you have never been to a real 
tatting event, then you MUST plan to 
attend one soon.  They are held all over the country, put on by tatting guilds 
and lace guilds in many different locations.  If you can’t go for the classes, go 
for the vending.  But be prepared; take only what you can afford to spend.  
Tatting is more fun when I set limits – and stick to them… yeah, right!  <G> 

Supplies 

Tatting thread in any color and size.  Tatting shuttle or tatting needle, crochet 
hook for joining, scissors, etc. 

Instructions 

Begin with several yards of 
thread wound onto your shuttle 
CTM, do not cut the thread 
from the ball.  You may use 
thread wound on two shuttles 
CTM if you prefer to do block 
tatting with two shuttles. 

Center  ( See photo ) Begin a 
tatted chain with a picot by tying a knot in the thread and then make the first 
ds a picots distance from the knot, or use a paper clip to make a loop at the 
beginning for the picot. 



Block Tatting Chain [ – 5 – 5 – 5 +– 5] [– 5 – 5 – 5 +– 5 – 5 +] – 5  
[– 5 – 5 +– 5 – 5 +– 5] [– 5 – 5 – 5 +– 5 – 5 +] – 5 [– 5 – 5 +– 5 – 5 +– 5] 

OK, now you’re probably thinking you’ve got something wrong because this 
doesn’t look anything like the completed blue star.  That’s right.  It’s not 
supposed to at this point.  It should look like the photo above.   
 
Pull off about a yard of thread 
from the ball and then cut the 
thread at the ball of thread.  
Use a floss threader or needle 
to take this thread through all 
of the picots along the side with 
no joins.  I have used a yellow 
color thread in this photo so 
that you can easily see it. 

 

When you tighten up this thread the center will look 
like this.  The yellow thread is easy to see.  You must 
use the thread end that you cut from the ball to draw 
the Star center together when you do it.  Bring it just 
tight enough that it makes a circle that will lie flat. 

Here it is in the photo on the right with the ball 
thread inserted through the picots.  The shuttle 
thread (S) is on the left, and the ball thread (B) is 
on the right. 

Holding the tatting so the center is flat but pulled 
together tat the final chain section to go back up 
to the outside of the star center.  Notice here that 
each section of block tatting has 5 chains except 
for the first one.  This final chain section will join 
to that block when completed.  The instructions 
look like this: 

Chain 5 +  

To tat the outside row around the center we continue the chain over to the next 
block and then on around the center. 



Chain 5 + 2 +– 2 +– 2 + 5 – 5 + 2 +– 2 +– 2 + 

This will bring us to the first place in the center where there is a V between the 
blocks instead of a tatted chain between them.  There are a couple of ways to 
deal with the fact that we need to bridge that gap and make a point of the star; 
one would be to tat a split chain section ( also known as bridging ) and then tat 
the 5 – 5 for the point, another would be to tat a split ring with the second  half 
of the stitches on the inside of the core thread, like Bina’s Half Moon Split Ring. 

Either way, continue around the outside of the star repeating the stitch pattern 
around back to where this outline row started.  Tie the ends at the beginning of 
the row, and either use them to make a loop for hanging as an ornament, hide 
the ends and cut close to the work, or trim them to a length desired to use for 
sewing the star onto fabric of a garment or crazy quilt. 

This could be used for the center of a larger project.  Anyone have an idea for 
the next round?  Send it to me if you’d like to share and I’ll publish it here on 
the tat calendar. 

Enjoy! 


